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For the past five or six years, the In Memoriam list has averaged about
eighteen members, and this year, unfortunately, is no exception. Sadly, this
year's list includes John Hunt. John was always one of the first to provide
tributes for his many friends, and it was only in September that he sent me
his memories of Albert Eggler, a long-standing friend, just two months
before his own death.
1998 also saw the deaths of climbers such as Sid Cross and Peter Livesey
who, whilst not belonging to the Club, were well known to many members.
Also included are obituaries for lain Ogilvie and Hilary Longley-Cook,
who both died in 1997. There are still half-a-dozen names on this year's
list f<;lr whom I have not been able to obtain obituaries, and I would be
happ.y to rectify this next year.
Geoffrey Templeman
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Lord Hunt KG, CBE, DSO 1910-1998
'Everest - the Crowning Glory' was the headline greeting the crowds outside
Buckingham Palace on 2 June 1953. Four days earlier the summit, 29,028ft,
had been reached for the frrst time, by Hillary and Tenzing. But it was to
the leader of this British expedition, Colonel John Hunt, that the greatest
credit was due. Even though he had climbed to 27,350ft in support of the
two assaults, it was his battle-hardened powers of leadership and skilful
planning that were the hallmarks of success.
1 frrst met John Hunt at the Royal Geographical Society when he interviewed me for a possible place on his 1953 Everest team. 1 came with
some trepidation, prepared to expect a brusque and conventional military
man. 1 was wrong. He was a very sensitive and intensely human person.
His engaging blue eyes and frrm handshake immediately inspired confrdence, while his warmth and sincerity and close interest put me at ease as
1 described the climbs 1 had done the previous summer.
John Hunt had been appointed leader of the expedition unexpectedly at
short notice after the members of the Joint Himalayan Committee of the
Alpine Club and the RGS collectively decided that he should replace Eric
Shipton, despite the latter's enormous experience. That spring, Shipton
had presided over the less than successful expedition to Cho Oyu which
had been substituted as a dress rehearsal when the Swiss pre-empted the
British by securing permission for Everest in both the spring and autumn
of 1952. (It is ironic to recall that the Nepalese only allowed one expedition
at a time then, whereas nowadays a dozen parties can be queueing all the
way up to the summit!) The French had permission for 1954 and the Swiss
again for 1955, so 1953 was Britain's last chance to be frrst to the summit
and redeem the failures of the 1920s and 1930s.
Hunt was the leader more likely to ensure success. As he later wrote
modestly of his own role, '1 was able to supply an element of military
pragmatism.' But it was also greatly to Hunt's credit that he was able to
win over the core of the Cho Oyu climbers who had understandably
remained loyal to Shipton and, with the strength of his personality and
determination, mould a group of strong individualists into the happy team
we have remained ever since. He had a real talent for making people from
all walks of life feel important to him.
My abiding memory of him on the expedition was at Advanced Base in
the Western Cwm, when we were awaiting reports of progress on the Lhotse
Face. The South Col had not yet been attained and for a critical period in
mid-May the impetus of the assault seemed to be running down. He would
sit on a packing case, elbows resting on knees, smears of sunblock cream
giving him an unnaturally pale face only partly shaded by a floppy hat,
eyes peering through binoculars up at that dazzling backcloth of whiteness.
He had driven himself hard; at 42 he was the oldest of us climbers and one
wondered about the extent of his reserves.
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Hunt came to the expedition straight from the planning staff of Allied
Headquarters at Fontainebleau where he served under Montgomery.
Indeed, when Hunt was invited back with Hillary to lecture about the climb,
Montgomery drew attention to Appendix In in The Ascent of Everest headed
'Basis for Planning' and reminded the audience that Hunt had served as
GSO I (Ops & Plans) on his staff. The inference was lost on no one - it
was Monty who had planned the ascent of Everest!
Henry Cecil John Hunt was born on 22 June 1910 in India; he was the
elder son of an Indian Army officer who was killed in November 1914 in
the early days of the First World War when John was only four years old.
He went to Marlborough and, following his father's career, passed first
into Sandhurst and also passed out first with the King's Gold Medal and
the Anson Memorial Sword, setting a personal standard of performance
which he maintained throughout his life. He was commissioned into the
King's Royal Rifle Corps and went with them to India in 1931. But he
soon became bored and dissatisfied with cantonment routine and the social
round of drinks and garden parties at which hopeful mothers showed off
their nubile daughters. He preferred playing rugby with the other ranks
rather than polo with his fellow officers, who must have thought him rather
a loner. While they took their siestas, he developed his natural gift for
languages, adding Urdu and some Bengali to his fluent French and German.
Then came an opportunity which marked a turning point in his life. When
Bengal was in the grip of a wave of revolutionary fervour for which he had
some sympathy, he volunteered for secondment to the Indian Police. He
told me that he learned what was going on by squatting in the bazaar in
Chittagong wearing a lunghi and skull-cap. His work led to the award of
the Indian Police Medal.
Returning to England in 1940, he donned a green beret and was appointed
chief instructor at the Commando Mountain and Snow Warfare School at
Braemar. He was a strong advocate of the value of mountain terrain in
preparing troops for war, and wrote a paper on the wider theme of its
relevance to the education of youth in general - a document which
foreshadowed his later interests. In 1943 he rejoined his regiment in the
Italian campaign, commanding the 11 th Battalion KRRC on the Gargliano
river in April 1944, and was awarded the DSO in the bitter fighting along
the Sangro. In the following October his regiment was sent to Greece to
assist in restoring law and order following liberation from the Germans.
Keeping the peace between the various dissident groups, supported by either
the communists or the government-in-exile, provided, he said, 'the most
tense and difficult period in all my experience, before or since'. It earned
him the CBE.
In 1946 Hunt returned to attend the Staff College, after which he became
GI (Ops) at the GHQ Middle East Land Force, followed by various
European staff appointments. After Everest he was appointed Brigadier
and Assistant Commandant at the Staff College, Camberley. At this time
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he was increasingly in demand to lecture or respond to invitations to work
with young people. So he made a big decision in 1956 to retire from the
Army - many of his military mends must have thought him crazy to give
up such a promising career - to become the first Director of the newly
created Duke of Edinburgh's Award scheme, to which he gave the next ten
years. But he kept on climbing: on Alpine holidays for three seasons after
Everest, with mends like Wilfrid Noyce, David Cox and Michael Ward,
and leading expeditions to the Caucasus and Pamirs in 1958 and 1962, and
trekking parties across East Nepal on both the 20th and 25th Everest
Anniversaries. He particularly enjoyed sharing experience with groups
working towards the Award: to the Stauning Alps, East Greenland, the
Pindus mountains of Greece and to the Polish Tatras. He delighted in
introducing young people to the mountains and must have inspired and
influenced thousands to take up and enjoy challenging outdoor pursuits.
In 1966 he was created a Life Peer, sitting initially as a cross-bencher but
then deciding to join the Social Democratic Party shortly after its formation.
He took the title Baron Hunt of Uanfairwaterdine, after the little Welsh
village among the gentler hills of Radnorshire where he loved to walk from
his country cottage. His record of public service was exceptional: as adviser
to the Harold Wilson government on relief after the Nigerian civil war, as
frrst Chairman of the Parole Board and of the Advisory Committee on
Police in Northern Ireland, and as a member of the Royal Commission on
the Press. He also served as President of the Council for National Parks,
the Council for Volunteers Overseas, and the National Association of
Probation Offrcers. The list seems endless. In 1979 he was appointed one
of the 24 Knights of the Garter (four of whom are members of the Alpine
Club). Remarkably, in the very week that he died, I received from him two
volumes of his Parliamentary Speeches by an Amateur Politician transcribed
and edited from Hansard between the years 1967 and 1994. He was nothing
if not thorough!
Hunt had been an enthusiastic mountaineer and skier from his youth.
He had a lucky start. From the age of 10 he was taken by his mother for
summer and winter Alpine holidays, being guided up Piz Palii at 14, a
peak that I repeated with him 45 years later. Remarkably, his frrst six
climbing seasons were only in the Alps. Not until he was 23 did he start
climbing guideless at home, and discover the particular joys of leading on
steep rock which he was then able to test with friends on the Aiguilles
above Chamonix which became a kind of second home.
While serving in India he naturally gravitated to the Himalaya. In 1935
his attempt with James Wailer's party on Peak 36 (now known as Saltoro
Kangri), when they reached 24,500ft, was among the more audacious
Himalayan exploits of the 1930s. Returning to England for the balance of
his leave, he was elected to both the Alpine Club and the RGS. But he was
turned down for Ruttledge's 1936 expedition to Everest as a potential
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liability, so the story goes, after an RAF Medical Board detected a murmur
in his cardiograph and he was advised to be careful going upstairs! So he
got married instead, and in 1937, with his new wife Joy and Reggie Cooke,
he reconnoitred the eastern slopes of Kangchenjunga, climbing the SW
summit of Nepal Peak and making the third ascent of the Zemu La between
Kangchenjunga and Simvo, where they came across strange tracks which
his Sherpa Pasang firmly declared were those of a Yeti.
So John Hunt came to Everest in 1953 with impressive credentials, despite
having been outside the mainstream of Himalayan and Alpine climbing
after the war. In being awarded the leadership, he has been portrayed as a
'terrific thruster', but this suggests an aggressive nature or an abrasiveness
which I have never experienced. On the contrary, he could seem almost
innocent and diffident at times, but even so prepared to volunteer to take
the lead or speak at any function; which I jestingly called 'backing into the
limelight' !
Another criticism levelled at him from some quarters is that he had little
appreciation of science and scientists. I think this is unduly harsh and may
have arisen from his singleness of purpose when planning the expedition
to Everest. The objective in 1953 was solely to climb the mountain and we
could not afford to be distracted by additional research projects, however
worthy, which did not contribute directly to that aim. I well remember his
politely rejecting a tea chest full of extraordinary corkscrew drills which a
prominent and well-meaning glaciologist had sent to me for taking core
samples from the Khumbu Glacier. In fact, I was rather relieved! On the
other hand, the work of the field physiologist Griffith Pugh, and his seminal
report from the Cho Oyu expedition, had helped to influence the design of
much of our equipment, clothing and diet, and had demonstrated the
benefits of slow acclimatisation and the optimum rates to breathe oxygen.
I am sure Hunt recognised that this work contributed greatly to our success.
His new Foreword to the 1993 reprint of The Ascent of Everest included a
generous tribute to the contribution of 'our scientific consultants'. At an
amateur level he was keen on natural history, collecting butterflies in his
early India days and compiling bird lists whenever on trek.
He was elected President of both the Alpine Club, 1956-58, including its
Centenary Year, and of the RGS, 1977-80, a rare distinction shared only by
Douglas Freshfield and Roger Chorley. He wrote numerous Journal articles
and contributed to several books on mountaineering including the bestselling The Ascent of Everest (1953), composed in his Welsh cottage in an
astonishing thirty days. In 1995 I had the pleasure of interviewing him on
his life for the Oral History archive of the British Empire & Commonwealth
Museum being created in Bristol. Above all, he loved his fellow men - and
women - calling his autobiography Life is Meeting (1978). The last chapter
is devoted to some of his favourite Alpine excursions and more than anything
expressed his love for climbing:
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There have been breathtaking moments, not only when I have been
afraid, but also for the sheer joy of movement in rhythm up steep
and sensational places; of balancing warily along some blade-like
crest of snow, of dangling airily down some rock wall at the end of
an abseil rope. Nor are difficulties and sensations the only mountain
memories. To step up on the summit of the Matterhorn, when the
crowds have been deterred by the mist and wind and falling snow,
and find it bathed in sunshine above a sea of cloud; to reach the top
of the Grand Combin in a tearing gale, when the weather has done
its utmost to deter you - these are the experiences on easy climbs
which I would not exchange for many a much more difficult one.
After heart surgery in 1995, he at last began to show his age but still came
to occasional meetings at the Alpine Club. It gave him enormous pleasure
last May to preside with Joy over the extended 'Everest family' at our 45th
Anniversary reunion in Pen-y-Gwryd. He died on 7 November. Among
the numerous press tributes, a selltence by Lord Longford struck me
especially: 'In my eyes, Lord Hunt was the greatest Englishman of his
time.' He was certainly the greatest that I could call a close friend.
He is survived by his wife, Joy Mowbray-Green, a Wimbledon tennis
player, whom he married in 1936 and with whom he shared many climbs,
and their four daughters, Sally, Sue, Prue and Jenny.
GeorgeBand
Sir Edmund Hillary writes:

When John Hunt was appointed leader of the 1953 British Everest
Expedition I felt decidedly unhappy. I had never heard his name before; he
had replaced my much admired friend Eric Shipton in rather uncomfortable
circumstances; he was a senior army officer which didn't appeal to an
independent minded antipodean mountaineer; and rumour had it that he
didn't want to select any expedition member that he hadn't personally
interviewed - and I lived half the world away.
Somehow these problems were solved and I arrived at the British Embassy
in Kathmandu to join up with the party but still feeling a little diffident
about our new leadership. Striding across the lawn to meet me came an
erect, fit looking figure which I realised must be John Hunt. He smiled in
a most friendly fashion, wrung me by the hand, and said 'I have been
wanting to meet you for a long time!' My goodness, I thought, this fellow
can't be all that bad!
My first impressions proved to be very correct. John quickly proved
himself to be an excellent organiser and a man of great courage and
determination. He made many successful plans and decisions and yet I
don't believe I ever heard him issue a direct order. John had the remarkable
ability to make each of us feel a most important part of the expedition certainly this was my personal feeling.
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But it was really after Everest that I developed my deep affection for
John. I learned that he was kind and generous, a man of firm beliefs who
was a leader in everything he did. Every time I met John I was left with a
feeling of warmth and security. He was a remarkable person and I sadly
miss him.
EdHillary

Albert Eggler (1913-1998)
Albert Eggler, the 'Grand Old Man' of Swiss Mountaineering, fell to his
death at the Simmenfluh in Switzerland on 25th August 1998 while walking
down a narrow trail.
Albert attained international recognition in 1956 as leader of the successful
Swiss Mt Everest-Lhotse Expedition, funded and organised by the Swiss
Foundation for Alpine Research. The Swiss made the second and third ascents
of Mt Everest and the first ascent of neighbouring Lhotse.
Albert Eggler's leadership experience, his organisational skills and his
natural authority during the expedition were indeed remarkable. Two days
before our ascent of Everest Albert and I crossed a weakness in the yellow
band to gain the steep slopes above and to the right of the Geneva Spur.
Albert was climbing at his typical slow, but steady pace, followed by me and
two Sherpas, to the upper station of a sledge cable-lift, which we had
previously installed (and later abandoned) for hauling loads. Ernst Schmied,
together with a Sherpa, was already working at the winch. Later in the
afternoon we moved over to the South Col and established our windy camp
during a cold but beautiful sunset. The question arose what was to be done
next, and by whom. It was finally decided that a bivouac should be installed
at a site around 8400m from where a first summit attempt would be made.
Who was to go? I knew that Albert had always been keen to reach the top.
There was a long, long silence. It must have been an extremely difficult
decision for him as I watched his face. Albert finally agreed that it was the role
of an expedition leader to stay behind in a forward position, from where it
would be possible to observe progress and organise assistance in case of need.
After the second party returned from the summit Albert finally had his
chance. To our surprise, however, despite fair weather and reasonable winds,
he insisted that we had stretched our luck far enough and that the expedition
should return to base. Today I still admire his leadership strength and, in
particular, his objective, unselfish attitude. It was a lesson which I was to
remember many times during my own professional life.
Albert Eggler was born in the Bernese Oberland and began skiing as a
small boy. He studied law at the University of Bern and joined the
Akademischer Alpenclub Bern where his mountaineering career began.
Like all Swiss men he soon was to join the army and he finally served for
more than 2000 days, at the end as Major and Chief of the Army Avalanche
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Services. His professional career took him fIrst to the Federal Tax Administration, later setting up his own legal practice in Bern. In 1956 he was
invited to lead the Mt Everest-Lhotse Expedition, four years after the Swiss
had failed twice on Everest. At about the same period he met John Hunt for
the fIrst time. A friendship developed between the two which was to last
until the very end.
I vividly remember the meeting organised at Rosenlaui in the Bernese
Oberland in 1963 by the Swiss Foundation for Alpine Research to celebrate
the 10th anniversary of the fIrst ascent of Everest, when John Hunt, Noel
Odell and Tenzing N orgay met the Swiss climbers of the 1952 and 1956
expeditions. It was an extremely cordial meeting. Soon afterwards Albert
was elected to Honorary Membership of the Alpine Club.
As a tribute to his mountaineering career Albert Eggler was elected
President of the Central Committee of the Swiss Alpine Club from 1964 to
1967 and of the Union Internationale des Associations d'Alpinisme (UIAA)
from 1969 to 1972. In 1987 he was appointed President of the Swiss
Foundation for Alpine Research. In1he years that followed he was engaged,
together with the Boston Museum of Science and the National Geographic
Society, in the production of the widely recognised Mount Everest map
1:50000 and, in addition, of the Karakorum map 1:250000 and the Janak
Himal map 1:100000. His personal interest in the problems of prevention
against avalanche accidents continued even after his retirement in 1993. He
strongly supported the endeavours for granting to the Alpine Club members
reciprocal rights for the use of Swiss Alpine Club huts.
Albert had always been a passionate skier, climber and hiker. Even during
his last years he was seen in the mountains almost every week, although his
pace became gradually slower and slower. We shall never know whether he
suffered a sudden physical collapse, losing his equilibrium, or even fell
unconscious, or simply slipped on the way down from his last hike. When
last seen by his companion, he was beginning to slide down a narrow gully,
lying on his back with his head down.
Jiirg Marmet

John Hunt had originally intended to add afew lines to Jiirg Marmet s obituary, but
sadly that was not possible. The following tribute, transcribed from his own
handwriting, appeared in The Independent on 10 September 1998:

When a highly talented group of Swiss alpinists, including several
professional guides ('les Genevois') returned in December 1952 from a
second, gallant attempt to make the first ascent of Everest, it was
understandable that some of them should have entertained doubts about
the competence of British 'amateurs', albeit with good alpine credentials, to
succeed where they had failed. The Swiss guide Raymond Lambert and the
Nepali sirdar Tenzing Norgay had turned back within about 800ft of the
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summit in May of that year; a second expedition was forced to retreat in
the face of fierce gales in December.
In truth, these two heroic efforts lacked logistical support, as well as the
backing of supporting parties. Above all, the two expeditions lacked firm
leadership, planning and organizational skills which were necessary for them
to operate in unison under extreme conditions of altitude, wind and weather.
This was apparent to the Swiss Foundation for Alpine Research* which
had financed and launched these attempts on the mountain. The Foundation
decided to make a radical change in the composition and leadership of a
third Swiss effort, to be launched in 1956. Albert Eggler, an advocate from
Bern and a professional soldier in the Swiss Army, possessed the experience
and skills, the decisiveness and authority which commanded respect among
his friends and team members, chosen from German-speaking mountaineers
from the Oberland and the valleys of the upper Rhone. But he was also
greatly loved by the team. A quiet and modest man, of few words and no
pretensions, his leadership was by example.
I met members of all three Swiss expeditions at a gathering in Rosenlaui,
convened by the Swiss Foundation, to celebrate their success; it was a nice
gesture that they had chosen 1963, the tenth anniversary of our own first ascent.
It was a very happy meeting which brought together, for the first time, the
climbers from Geneva and the German-speaking alpinists who had climbed
the mountain (as well as neighbouring Lhotse, fourth highest mountain in
the world). We British were represented by Noel Odell, veteran from the
1924 expedition, and myself. And, of course, Tenzing N orgay was there.
We climbed on the limestone pinnacles of the Engelh6rner and some
enduring friendships were made. Among them was that between Eggler
and myself. In the following years we would meet to climb or ski, together
with other members of Eggler's team, at one climbing venue or another.
Good memories abound from those years. At a centenary meet of our Alpine
Club at Zermatt, various Swiss and British climbers traversed the Lyskamm
and followed that delightful climb with a much harder route on the Breithorn
(the Klein-Triftje or 'Young' ridge). Another year, with Ernst Reiss (who
had climbed Lhotse) we made the fifth ascent of a notably hard rock climb
which had been pioneered by Reiss: the SW Face of Wellhorn. One winter,
while skiing at Champery, Eggler and I, with his daughter Beatrice, made
the first recorded mid-winter ascent of the Haute Cl'me of the Dents du
Midi and back to the village, in the course of a short January clay. While
taking part in the celebrations at Zermatt to mark the centenary of the Swiss
Alpine Club, two Swiss 'Everesters', Eggler and Luchsinger, with my wife
and myself, decided to pay a token tribute to Whymper and his companions
who, in 1865, had first climbed the Matterhorn. The weather was atrocious,
and the mountain heavily covered by fresh snow; yet we ventured for several
hours up the Swiss (or H6rn1i) Ridge, following the footsteps of the pioneers,
until we felt satisfied that honour had been done to those heroes.

*

Schweizerische Stiftung fur Alpine Forschungen
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We were thwarted by bad weather on another occasion, when we planned
to climb the Eiger by its NE buttress (the 'Lauper' route). We had to settle
for humbler fare: the attractive granite ridges above Meiringen (Gletschhosen,
Bergreischijen, Schijenstock and Tellistock). Hard little climbs, but the good
company was what mattered. One final and abiding memory was skiing
with Eggler at Miirren. He was accompanied by two adored Tibetan ('Apso')
terriers, which, after struggling up the 'pistes', were provided with a free
ride downhill, their heads visible at the back of their master's rucksack!
And so our meetings continued, at celebratory occasions in the mountain
centres of the world: Chamonix, Zermatt, Kathmandu, Darjeeling and in
Wales.
I treasure these memories of myoId friend.
John Hunt
31.8.98

John Hunter Durran 1929-1998
Mountaineering was only one of the many and extraordinarily diverse
interests of John Durran, all of which he pursued and communicated with
his always learned, but inimitable and often memorably eccentric, enthusiasm. A mathematics teacher and devoted bachelor schoolmaster by
profession, first at Sedbergh School from 1953-59 and then at Winchester
College from 1960 until his retirement in 1992, he was eminent in the area
of statistics teaching, becoming Chairman of the Royal Statistical Society's
Committee on Statistical Education from 1971-76. The attendance of
around 400 relatives, friends, ex-pupils and colleagues at a memorial service held at Winchester College reflected the high regard in which he was
held by those who had the good fortune to fall under his influence.
John was introduced to Alpine climbing by his colleagues Austin Boggis
and Bertie Mills while at Sedbergh, and thereafter he visited Switzerland
regularly for more than thirty years, more often than not in the company of
pupils who, I am sure, could not have wished for a better introduction to
the Alps following their apprenticeship in the British hills. These expeditions,
undertaken in one of John's series of much loved but long-suffering Land
Rover camper vans, have become the stuff of legend amongst their
participants. The drive across France could be an adventure in itself, with
much exciting navigation along back roads to visit Roman remains, a
Norman church, a war cemetery, a favourite vineyard to buy wine or, at
the end of the day, an obscure restaurant in a remote village where the proprietor might well remember John from his last visit years earlier. Once in
the mountains the Land Rover would be coaxed over high passes to secluded
camping spots, often with much colourful language directed at tiny Fiats
or other lesser vehicles that dared to impede its lumbering progress.
As a mountaineer John's ambitions were as traditional as his clothing
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and equipment; he climbed the great peaks by their classic routes, many of
them several times, revelling in his young companions' fresh discovery of
their delights. His inspiration came from the great classics of mountaineering literature; indeed, the eve of an ascent might well be marked by the
reading aloud of an appropriate and dramatic passage from his trusty volumes of Whymper, Mummery or Winthrop Young. Hut walks would be
punctuated with the identification (by both English and Latin names) of
numerous Alpine flowers, and even a frantic 3am start next morning would
not spare the stars and constellations the same treatment.
John was fit, fast and higWy competent on the kind of moderate mixed
terrain that gives many a more technical young climber food for thought,
and by the time of a bad accident on the Alphubel in 1985, he had climbed
most of the important peaks of the Pennine Alps as well as many in the
Oberland and Mont Blanc Range. He always derived particular satisfaction
from his ascent of the H6rnli Ridge of the Matterhorn, perhaps especially
from the sense of history surrounding the route.
John rehlIned several times to the Alps after his accident and loved to
camp, walk and paint amongst the mountains even when he found he could
no longer reach the snowy heights. His retirement to Perth allowed him to
pursue his vast range of interests to the full and he continued to travel all
over Europe in the Land Rover. Less than two years before his death he
visited the Himalaya for the first time, joining a botanical expedition to a
remote area of south-east Tibet.
Many people have great memories of John Durran and much for which
to thank him, not least those, myself included, to whom he gave the best
possible start to their Alpine careers.
Robert Durran

Albert Everard Gunther 1903-1998
A E Gunther was born on 27 November 1903 and died, aged 94, on 16 July
1998 in the Sue Ryder Nursing home at Snettisham, Norfolk. He was 14
years older than me and my third cousin. I had had very little experience
of rock climbing and none on ice before the Second World War and a further
gap of seven years naturally followed. Several younger men have him to
thank for introducing them to the Alps after the war and I was one. of them.
He was an able, reliable, sympathetic and meticulous instructor who loved
mountains and the camaraderie that grows from mountaineering and I owe
him a great debt for the two Alpine seasons that I spent with him.
I had limited experience of ice climbing and none on glaciers. Gunther
instructed me in the use of ice axe and crampons, explained ice falls and
bergschrunds and then pulled me up my first high peak - the Barre des
Ec!ins in the Dauphine. A patient and sympathetic instructor, he was
meticulous about safety. Soon after this we spent a night in a small refuge
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before crossing col Pic Emil on the way to Mont Blanc. This involved descending by a steep gully to a glacier 2000ft below. The gully turned out to
be a wind funnel and - as the day warmed up - a source of falling rocks.
This was before people began to wear helmets and I thought it extremely
dangerous.Whenever possible I crouched behind a rock for protection.
Some of the falling missiles were enormous and every now and then Gunther
shouted 'Beware - a falling tea tray!' He called this col 'the col of the hurtling tea trays' and wrote about it in the Shell magazine. He retained his
sense of humour and remained calm in every situation; and he never courted
unnecessary risks.
A E Gunther was educated at Shrewsbury School and Magdalen College
Oxford, where he graduated in Geology. His urge to climb seems to have
been awakened in 1917 at a lecture at Shrewsbury by one of the Abraham
brothers from Keswick. This lecture, about the first ascent of the last of the
Fiinffmgerspitze in the Dolomites, had also been attended by Sandy Irvine
who lost his life on Everest. It was therefore not inappropriate that Gunther
should in 1927 have made the fIrst ascent of Mt Irvine (13, 700ft), a twin to
Mt Mallory (13,870ft) in the Californian Sierra (AC 40, 1928).
In 1939 he joined Dr Franz Weiss, a German surgeon from Caracas, and
together they made the fIrst ascents of the Pico la Concha (4922m) and of
the Pico Bolivar, fIrst climbed in 1935, by the SW arete (AC 52,1940). On a
second expedition, in 1940, Gunther made the fIrst ascent of the Pico
Bompland (4894m) and also that of La Columna (4490m), the Pico Bolivar's
south Peak (AC53, 1941).
In 1953 and 1954 Gunther (then just 50) joined me, then headmaster of
the Hyderabad Public School (1951-1954), on two Himalayan expeditions
from Manali into the mountains of the Kulu-Spiti Divide. The fust, from
the Chandra River, led some twelve miles up the Bara Shigri Glacier to a
peak of some 20,000ft commanding the glacier's main junction and with a
remarkable view of the whole area (AC 59, 1954). The second expedition
attempted to take a short cut into the Bara Shigri from Tos Na by an ice
pass to the NE but was beaten back by bad weather. Several more British
expeditions followed as a result of his advice and enthusiasm when he
returned to London.
In 1925 Gunther had joined Shell and worked for them in California
(1925-29), in Holland at the Hague (1929-37), in Trinidad (1937-40) and in
London at Teddington (1940-45), ending up as Senior Geologist for Shell
Petroleum UK. Between 1945 and 1947 he was seconded to the Ministry
of Fuel and Power to investigate the German crude oil industry, where he
helped to revive the German Geological Survey. He was in London again
with Shell from 1947 to 1961 when he took partial retirement to write books
about the history of science. After completing Vol XIV of his father's Early
Science in Oxford (1945) he wrote Vol XV and then retired to his faInily home at
Heacham in Norfolk to devote himself to looking after it and to writing.
He was elected to the Alpine Club in 1932. He was also an honorary
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member of El Club Andino Venezolano. As well as in the Punjab Himalaya,
he climbed in the Austrian, French and Swiss Alps and in the Carpathians
and participated in mountaineering expeditions to the Sierra Nevada, the
Andes and Venezuela. He wrote about many of them in the journals of the
Alpine Club and the Royal Geographical Society and in the Shell Magazine.
A E Gunther inherited an academic turn of mind from his father and
although he may have appeared overpowering to some, those who knew
him better recognised a warm-hearted and loyal friend. He will be widely
remembered, particularly in his later years, for his courteous and gentlemanly manner.
JWRKempe

Hilary St V Longley-Cook 1912 -1997
My father was born at Rusthall, near Tunbridge Wells in Kent, in 1912 and
learnt to climb, with his brother Laurie, on the sandstone rocks which
surround Tunbridge Wells common. Long walks through the Weald and
solitary climbs on remote outcrops proved good training for the brief periods
in the Alps available to an articled clerk in the 1930s. Father was fortunate
to climb with great men like Josef Knube1 and later with his lifelong friend
Hans Trub, of the Aarau Section of the SAC. He spent many summers in
the mountains around Zinal and Arolla and in the Bergel. He described
the joy of climbing on the slabs of the Salbitschijen in the Alpine Journal of
1950. Father was always concerned about protecting the fragile environment
of the Alps; the construction of a dam in a valley adjacent to Arolla
saddened him, and more recent developments gave him no pleasure at all.
Father was a great story-teller, so tales of daring deeds on rock and ice
and patrols in destroyers in the North Sea kept one going for long miles
over moor and mountain. I will never forget his graphic description of the
effects of frring off railway detonators to celebrate the Swiss national day.
I fear, however, that only the late Chris Briggs could have told the whole truth
about the telegram of congratulation sent on a piece of lavatory paper, by the
party on top of Snowdon, to HM The Queen on her coronation morning.
His work in opening up the Iraqi oilfrelds required him to spend much
time in the Middle East and America. His frrst trip to Iraq, in the late forties,
took three days in a converted York bomber and he later recalleci how, on
arrival, the glow of the flares in the dark made him think he had arrived in
hell. He was fortunate to be one of the frrst Europeans to visit the marsh
Arabs in the delta north of Basra. Their plight, under the regime of Saddam
Hussein, concerned him greatly.
In later life business pressures and a growing family prevented him
venturing to the high mountains but he still enjoyed expeditions into the
hills, usually accompanied by a black Labrador.
W A Longley-Cook
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Mary Starkie 1904-1998
Mary Starkie probably had more influence on the functioning of the Ladies'
Alpine Club than any other post-Second World War member. She served
three times on the committee, as well as doing a mammoth stint of fourteen
years as Secretary and a more normal term of three years as President. She
climbed in the Alps over a period o(thirty years and regularly in this country.
Born Mary Files at Kearsley (a mining village) in Lancashire in 1904,
she was the eldest in a family of three, the children of the headmaster of the
local school. Her brother J R (Bobby) Files was to become a President of
the Fell and Rock Climbing Club and a long-standing member of the Alpine
Club. She went to school in Bolton before graduating in chemistry at
Manchester University. She taught for a while and married George Starkie
in 1934.
The previous year, in her first Alpine season, she had climbed five Zermatt
peaks including the Dom and the Matterhorn; thereafter she and George
climbed in the Alps every summer llntil the war (during which they visited
British hills) and subsequently almost every year from 1947 until 1963.
She invariably climbed with her husband, who had joined the ABMSAC
in 1935 and who organised that club's Alpine meets from 1948 to 1958.
They climbed together in all the main mountain areas of France, Switzerland
and Austria, their frnest climbs being the traverse of the Grand and Petit
Drus, the Mer de Glace face of the Grepon (which she described to a friend
as 'heavy going') and the seventh ascent of the Mayer-Dibona route on the
Requin.
Already a member of the Fell and Rock Club, when Mary applied for
membership of the LAC in 1939 she submitted a formidable list of Alpine
climbs, which won her full membership immediately. She was neat in
appearance and charming in manner, if a little reserved, and was soon
serving on the committee. She became Secretary in 1945, and worked
indefatigably, running the club most efficiently until 1959. Her presidency,
in 1967, was memorable for her social skills and delightful personality.
Living near London, first at Ilford and later at Chorley Wood, she was able
to attend regularly the evening lectures of the LAC and later the AC.
After her husband died in 1974 she became more involved, locally, with
the Church and the Women's Institute. She kept an immaculate garden,
and continued to travel to distant parts of the world on her holidays. She
was known in her village as 'the old lady who walked everywhere' . Perhaps
the most endearing memory of her is summed up in the words of an
ABMSAC member who, on a meet of that club in the days of his youth,
asked George Starkie whether his wife climbed. George, brief and to the
point, replied 'Only the Mer de Glace face of the Grepon!', at which the
young man wished to hide under the carpet. Mary, however, just smiled
sweetly.
Livia Gollancz
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Rhydian Fergus Wolfe Ungoed-Thomas 1942-1998
Fergus was a most unusual man. On the one hand he was the son of the
Solicitor General and the product of a higWy conventional upbringing at
Eton and Oxford. On the other hand he continued to surprise people with
his unpredictable interests and strikingly original approach. His career
included several years each as university lecturer in mathematics, merchant
banker in the City, computer systems analyst and finally barrister at law in
the Chancery division.
He was blessed with a formidable intelligence, though was very modest.
It was only after several years climbing with him that I learned, in a typical
manner, of his qualifications. We were near the top of the Idwal Slabs in
the rain; it was cold, and the rope was wet and badly tangled. I became
very irritated with what seemed to me to be Fergus's fumblings. He quietly
replied: 'I did spend three years studying eleven dimensional knots in twelve
dimensional space, you know.' I thus learned that, in addition to his First
in mathematics from Oxford University, he also had a Doctorate in
Topology from Cambridge.
His interest in modem climbing equipment was serious and studied,
but he did not like to be 'overequipped'. Once, on the top of Mont Blanc,
I noticed that below his breeches there were bare legs and that he was only
wearing short socks. He did get slight frostbite, but didn't complain. On
another occasion, coming out at the top of a winter route on Stob Coire
nan Lochan, a storm broke and Fergus put on his storm gear, which
consisted of a plastic mac. He stoutly defended its practicality, and
demonstrated this by jumping down a gully where the mac's lack of friction
got him to the bottom at high speed.
In 1990 he married Angie, a principal lecturer at the Royal Free Hospital.
Following this, Fergus became mel10wer and more fulfilled. One saw more
frequently a twinkle in his eye and enjoyed his dry humour. Their flat in
Hampstead was very welcoming to people from all walks of life, young
and old alike, and from a wide spectrum of countries.
Over three decades, he went to the Alps every year at least once, and was
a member of the Club for 22 years. He had climbed in the Dauphine Alps
with some French climbers based in the village of Venosc and remained
very attached to that region. Further afield, he joined in the Club meets in
the Karakoram and the Caucasus and was planning a return trip to the
other side of the Caucasus.
In Britain, whilst enjoying Scotland and the Lakes, his great love was
Wales from which his family had come. In addition to climbing, he would
often go there alone and walk the hills, sometimes bivouacking out. He
died from a fall from Crib Goch on the Snowdon that he loved. It was
tragic that he died in his prime. His ashes were scattered on the hills above
his family's Welsh cottage.
Martin Scott
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lain Hamish Ogilvie 1913 - 1997
Having just returned to the hut from his guided ascent of the Aiguille
d'Argentiere, lain decided to have a rest before descending to the valley
where he had to catch a train. He overheard the anxious guardian talking to
his guide:
'Votre client ne marche pas aussi vite que vous.'
'Marche? Dieu, comme il marche, c'estformidable!' the guide replied.
For those who climbed with lain this is a fitting epitaph.
lain's father, who retired to Perthshire in 1911 after prospering as a tin
miner and rubber planter in Malaya, died in 1924 when lain was 11 years
old. His godmother was Mrs Grant of the whisky family. lain, the oldest of
seven children, took on his father's role and developed the strong and
determined personality that was to characterise his life. The third entry in
lain's complete climbing diaries records that he climbed his first Munro
(Ben More - Mull) at the age of 14 with the family butler, and collected
alpine plants for the garden. He went on to record all his routes, summits,
companions and walks over 20 miles long, and the birds he had seen on his
Alpine holidays. It was the beginning of what was to become his lifetime's
ambition - to climb all the Munros.
After school at Ampleforth, he went to Edinburgh University and started
climbing with two fellow students who became his friends and climbing
companions for the rest of his life: Jimmy Marjoribanks and Charlie Gorrie.
At the age of 20 lain walked alone for five days from Glenfinnan to
Ardnamurchan Point carrying his food and tent. The weather was mixed
and the midges were fierce but nevertheless he recorded in his diary that it
was a 'most enjoyable little tour'. He often chose to walk unaccompanied
enjoying the freedom and pleasure of exploration.
Graduating from University with a degree in civil engineering, he joined
Scottish consulting engineers Blythe and Blythe and continued to climb at
every opportunity. He volunteered for the army and was evacuated from
Dunkirk. lain married Bernardine Greenshields in 1942. He later instructed
atthe mountain warfare schools, firstly in the Lebanon with Wilfrid Noyce
and David Cox, going on to the Apennine school in Italy with Tom Peacocke,
recording in his diary Tom's narrow escape when an avalanche killed four
of his companions. He finally returned home in 1945 to see his daughter,
Sonia, aged 15 months, for the first time. His son Alasdair was born after
the war. On several occasions during the war lain met up with Charlie Gorrie
and they would share a dram or two and let their hair down.
After the war he returned to civil engineering, working in England, Iraq,
Turkey and India as well as on an early Channel Tunnel proposal. He was
an excellent engineer, enjoying solving problems and taking great pleasure
in training young people. He thrived on the independence of overseas work.
At the time of the Kassim revolution in Iraq, when he was general manager
of Holloway Brothers, his family was on leave and lain was able to avoid
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the troubles by leaving his home and going on what he described as a 'ten
day cocktail party'.
However, his single-minded focus was directed to his climbing. He climbed
The Chasm on Buachaille Etive Mor with Jimmy in 1933 and made an
early summer ascent of Observatory Ridge with Charlie in 1934. Later his
frequent companions were Charles Warren, lvan Waller, Graham MacPhee
and many others. After the second world war he enjoyed an Alpine holiday
every second year, with trips to the Himalaya, Kurdistan, Kenya, Crete,
Corsica, Greece, and Ireland as well as climbing in all the countries where
he worked: Turkey, Iraq and India.
lain was awarded an MBE and a Royal Humane Society medal for his
remarkable efforts in trying to save the lives of two friends who had fallen
while traversing An Teallach in winter conditions. After lowering one friend,
lain fell 500ft while trying to lower the other, was badly injured and then
struggled five miles to get. help. The epic is recorded in The Black Cloud by
ID S Thomson and in Hamish Madnnes's book, High Drama.
lain suffered a stroke in 1977, which left him with a lame leg. With over
60 Munros still to climb, this was a huge setback but lain's ambition was not
diminished. Having been informed by his doctor that he would not be able
to take long walks ever again, lain was determined to prove him wrong and
as a result, his health and stamina improved for several years. 18 months
later he climbed his first hill.
Bernardine was a great support, encouraging lain to climb whenever he
could. He completed 50 walks over 20 miles long and 60 walks over 15
miles long in the following years! lain continued to climb alone and with
old friends and younger friends including Oliver Turnbull and myself. In
1989 we sailed up Loch Quoich to climb Sgurr Mor. lain was blown off his
feet several times but went on to complete his final Munro. Sixty-two years
had elapsed since the ascent of his first Munro, for which he probably holds
the record. The only disappointment was that his lifelong friend Charlie
didn't make it to the top to celebrate.
lain died in September 1997. He will be remembered for his sense of
humour, and wonderful stories. Many of those who climbed with him still
tell his jokes. His other interests were watercolour painting, sailing and
model boat building, at which he was very accomplished. lain was a tall,
well-built and distinguished man of immense determination with a great
sense of fun. He always set the pace, was excellent company and will be
missed by all.
Dick Alien
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Col. Noel Andrew Cotton Croft, DSO, OBE 1906-1998
I first made contact with Andrew Croft in 1970 when I had the temerity to
- think he might be patron for an expedition I was planning to cross the
Greenland Ice Cap. After a lengthy correspondence, during which searching
questions and firm comment were delivered regularly to me, Andrew agreed
to support my expedition and our friendship began.
Following the successful completion of our ice cap crossing, like Andrew's
the longest of its type, he proposed me for the Alpine Club. He spoke little
of his mountaineering experience but I subsequently discovered it was
considerable and was associated with one of the great disappointments of
his life when, in 1951, he felt he had to turn down an offer from his friend
Eric Shipton to join his Everest reconnaissance expedition.
Since our first meeting Andrew became a tremendous source of advice
and opinion relating to my trips to the Arctic, the management of Arctic
Club affairs and, not infrequently, to other topical matters! Always delivered
with a firmness characteristic of one who, as Sandy Glen has written, 'was
his own man' - and knew that man was right! His interest in matters polar
and young people never faltered. Few present will forget recent meetings of
the Gino Watkins Fund in Cambridge when the committee would pause
regularly while Andrew, wearing a less than high-tech hearing aid, was
brought up to date on the proceedings by his neighbour speaking loudly to
him at close range.
I shall always remember Andrew as a friend of great charm, kindness
and integrity, one of the school of tough, resourceful explorers of whom
few are left, the mould seeming to have been broken. But, nevertheless one
who has passed a tremendous legacy on to those who attempt to follow his
lead. Andrew described his favourite dreams as, 'when I am back with my
team of lively huskies sledging over the sea ice off Greenland or over its ice
caps: these are the dreams I wake from longing to be back in the prime of
youth again.' Who better to take up the story of this remarkable man than
one who shared much of the prime of youth with him; Sandy Glen.
Derek Fordham

Sir Alexander Glen writes:
Someone once said if you asked James Bond who he would like to have
been, he would have suggested Andrew Croft. Perhaps, but Bond would not
have been the choice of Croft, who has died aged 91. Bond was a bit of a hick,
alright for that one-off, not for life; Croft was true right through, his own man,
but with a staunch belief and quality of caring for the weak or vulnerable.
Croft was an Arctic explorer, a wartime commando leader - both as a
parachute and small boat expert- an adviser for United Nations operations
during the Korean war and for NATO in the far north of cold-war Europe.
In the Arctic in 1933-34, it was his preparation in Greenland, as
photographer and principal dog-driver, that made possible the success of
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Martin Lindsay's expedition which crossed the ice cap in 1934 and mapped
Greenland's highest mountains. At 1080 miles, this remains the longest
self-supporting dog-sledge journey on record.
Two years later I had the privilege of sharing a year with Andrew on the
1935/36 Oxford University expedition to Nordaustland, the eastern and
most northern of the Spitsbergen group, 600 miles from the North Pole.
The contribution to radar development by research on the ionosphere,
coupled with glaciological discoveries and survey, earned each member of
our team the Polar Medal, but without Croft the expedition would never
have had the success which it achieved. As its leader, let me cite two
examples.
One was a spring journey together down the lOO-mile ice cliffs of the
east coast. Off a tiny rock promontory in a patch of open water there was a
seal on an ice floe which we shot. Our huskies devoured it as we skinned it,
but then the wind changed and we were drifting out to sea. We dragged
four dogs to safety, but four others were still on the floe. Croft stripped, and
with a line swam for them. It was too far, but then the wind again changed,
blowing the floe back to the ice cliffs some five miles away. The missing
four were rescued by Andrew, who scrambled down and up again the 80foot ice cliff.
The second example was an abortive, but rather fun, attempt at a journey
over the polar pack. We did not get far, some 50 or 60 miles perhaps. Our
sledges were broken and I fell from a pressure ridge, suffering amnesia for
15 days as a result. When I came to and asked what had happened, Croft, who
nursed me, replied: 'You were less incompetent and much nicer than usual.'
In 1939 he published his Polar Exploration, at the end of a three yearperiod as secretary to the art connoisseur Louis Clark. Croft had witnessed
the Reichstag fire, and his experience of Nazi oppression left him in no
doubt of the scale of the imminent war. He was prepared for it - including
training as a pilot - and his first challenge was to arrange supplies as a
liaison officer to aid Finland in the 1939-40 'winter war' against the Soviet
Union. On 8 April 1940 he was in Bergen, Norway as German forces
invaded. Calmly, in tweed suit and city shoes, Croft evaded them and made
his way over the mountains in five days back to Voss.
Later that month he was briefly back in Norway as chief intelligence
officer to the 'independent companies' under Brigadier Colin Gubbins. That
autumn he joined the Special Operations Executive, and late in 1941 had a
stint in intelligence as assistant military attache in Stockholm, with a brilliant
team, including Henry Denham and Peter Tennant. In a renewal of our
friendship, we also undertook long-range ice reconnaissance missions in
Catalina flying boats over the Arctic to aid Russian convoys.
The peak of Croft's wartime achievements came from 1943 into the
autumn of 1944, in North Africa, Corsica and France, for which he was
awarded his DSO. It was in August 1943 that his greatest challenge came.
He was appointed to command the Corsican base for infiltrating agents
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into occupied France and Italy. Out of 52 sorties, 24 were led personally by
him. This meant full participation - not just landing but seeing people safely
ashore - ensuring the correct rendezvous, even the safe house. Those sorties,
which he did not accompany, involved relentless supervision, the state of
the boats, their crew, dependability, skill - and not least integrity. A year
later he parachuted into southern France to work with the Resistance. He
ended the war in Denmark.
Croft's quality of caring was moulded, I have no doubt, by early family
life at Kelvedon, Essex, where his father was the vicar. It was a happy,
haphazard home of immense welcome. He spent two years at Lancing
school before his housemaster, J F Roxburgh, chose him in 1923 as one of
the three boys to steer the new Stowe school, to which Roxburgh had been
appointed headmaster. After Christ Church, Oxford, he studied at
Manchester School of Technology and between 1929 and 1932 he was in
the Lancashire cotton trade. He spent a year in Europe learning German
and French with the idea of becoming a teacher.
After the war Croft's reputation was internationally recognised as the
Korean war and the cold war develoJYed. He was as much an authority on
special operations as on Arctic warfare. In the Canadian Operation Musk
Ox in 1946 he had played a major part in its coverage of 3000 miles of the
northern wastelands. Later he spent time with the US army as a senior
member of the British Joint Services mission in Washington.
In later years Croft was much involved in youth training, both for the
Army, which he left in1960, and the Metropolitan Police, for which he was
commandant of its cadet corps at Hendon until his fmal retirement in 1971.
His happy childhood home life was mirrored in his marriage to Rosalind
de Kantzow who died two years ago. His autobiography, A Talent For
Adventure, was published in 1991. As in his early years as in his later, Croft
remained the same great gentleman.

Mollie Hyde-Parker MBE 1908-1998
Mollie Hyde-Parker died on 14 September 1998 at the age of 90. She had
been born (19 March 1908) into a Suffolk farming family, her father having
been agent for several large estates in the Sudbury area. She had little formal education, and helped her parents on the family farm until, in her teens,
a relative in Sussex arranged for her to be privately educated. Despite having no skills, and against her parents' wishes, she then moved to London
and found a job as a desk clerk.
Towards the end of the 1930s she joined the WAAF, and was initially
based in the Midlands. It was here that she found the friends with whom
she walked, and climbed many classic routes in the Lake District, Wales
and Scotland. She joined the F&RCC in 1938 and was to make full use of
all that that club offered.
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For her first two Alpine seasons, 1938 and 1939, she took P Egger for her
guide and climbed mainly in the Oberland. After the war, in 1946, she
visited the Valais with a friend, climbing a number of peaks. Thereafter she
climbed, mainly guideless, every year unti11971, in all the principal European
mountain areas including Austria, Spain, Scandinavia and Ireland, as well
as all parts of the Swiss and Italian Alps. Every year, too, she spent numerous
weekends walking and scrambling on British hills.
She did not join the LAC until 1972, and by that time her activities were
becoming more limited, but she continued visiting the Lakes, Wales and
Skye for several more years. She enjoyed the social side of both her clubs rarely missing a Fell and Rock dinner, and attending regularly the evening
meetings and lectures of the LAC and, after the merger, the AC.
During the Second World War, in the WAAF, she was promoted to
Squadron Officer and sent first to Northern Ireland, and then to Bomber
Command Headquarters, and was mentioned in dispatches. After the war
she joined the Royal Corps of Signals in London, where she worked on the
care and rehabilitation of returning POWs. This assignment continued for
the rest of her working life, holding her subject to the Official Secrets Act.
During this period she helped many people, young and old, and not
necessarily in the Services, and sometimes from remote and beleaguered
parts of the world. It was for this work that she was awarded the OBE.
As a young woman she is said to have been very attractive, with blue eyes,
auburn hair and a great sense of humour; a delightful companion. In later
years she remained active for as long as hip trouble allowed her, often staying
at F&RCC huts when she could no longer walk on the higher fells. She
loved the mountains more than anything else.
I am extremely grateful to Mollie's longstanding friend from the F&RCC,
Lyna Pickering, for much of the above information.
Livia Gollancz

Mark Springett 1945-1998
It must have been March 1967 that I first met Mark. I'd gone down to
Bosigran with Pete Biven and Trevor Peck to shoot a rock-climbing sequence
commissioned by a large paper manufacturer. 'I know a chap_ who'd be
keen to help.' said Pete 'He's at the Camborne School of Mines - brilliant
on rock.' And so Markjoined the team - a small, wiry, bespectacled fellow
with an engaging laugh and as hard-as-nails. He proved to be excellent
company, a fine performer on sea-cliff granite - and quite a good model.
Hailing from the Midlands where his father was an eminent surgeon, Mark
had first been to the Alps while still at school and had been guided on vario~s straightforward climbs in the Stubai and the Dolomites. Several
subsequent years at Camborne School of Mines taking a degree in mining
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remarried and started a new family but constant travelling allowed little
opportunity for hard climbing, especially after starting his own highly
successful geological consultancy. It was tragic that at this peak of his
career Mark should be killed in a car accident in Colorado.
John Cleare

Dr David John Lintott 1938-1999
David Lintott, who died on 7th January, was a man of exceptional personal
qualities, strong religious and philanthropic principles and wide-ranging
interests. Before his premature retirement he had a distinguished medical
career as a consultant radiologist at Leeds General Infirmary and the high
quality of his work was widely recognised in the profession.
David grew up in Horsham and was educated at Lancing College before
entering Guy's Hospital in 1956. He married Anne Chamberlain in 1963,
another young doctor from Guy's, whom he had met there while they were
both training as medical students.
David started climbing while at Guy's Hospital and one could never
imagine that the thoroughly reliable and modest companion of so many
mountain holidays showed prowess in those days at walking around the
parapet of the medical school building or in driving his MG Midget through
small arches at high speed! At Guy's his weekends were divided between
study, listening to jazz and climbing in North Wales with a group of fellow
students and other colleagues who remained friends for many years.
These included Paddy Boulter, Richard Hughes and Frank Schweitzer.
David and Frank climbed regularly together in the Alps from the late fifties
to mid sixties in the Oberland and in the Pennine Alps and their routes
included many of the classic ascents in both areas, such as traverses of the
Blumlisalp, Balmhorn-Altels, Finsteraarhorn, Dom-Taschhorn, Monte
Rosa-Lyskamm and ascents of the Monch, Eiger, Wetterhorn, Weisshorn
and Matterhorn.
In the late sixties and early seventies David continued to climb in North
Wales and the Alps, having two seasons in Chamonix based at Les Houches
with friends. He participated in the ascent of a number of the classic routes
including the traverse of Mont Blanc, the Midi Plan and Rochefort Ridge.
He also visited the Dauphine and Cervinia with Dudley Read. In 1975
David visited the Indian Himalaya with Jon Mellor, Peter Mould, Dudley
Read and Bill Wade; all AC members.
After his move to Leeds in 1971 David was regularly on the gritstone at
Ilkley and Almscliff and in the Lake District. As an ABMSAC member, he
enjoyed participating in their meets at the George Starkie hut in Patterdale.
In 1981 David took up ski touring, to which he became a regular and
en~husiasticdevotee. His first tour with Lester Lowe, Jon Mellor and Sally
Westmacott traversed the Otztal and Silvretta from Obergurgl to Klosters.
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Subsequently David toured almost every year until 1996 in the French and
Swiss Alps, often with Mike Esten, Jon MelIor and Dudley Read. He also
went to the Caucasus in 1993 and climbed Elbrus in dreadful weather.
David's last major mountain trip was to Nepal in 1994 when he trekked up
the Rolwaling and over the Tesi Lapcha with Jon MelIor, Peter Moody and
Dudley Read.
David was a very talented photographer and his prints and slides were
always in demand from those who accompanied him to the hills. He was
an extremely competent and safe mountaineer, always supportive and
thoughtful of others, and could be utterly relied upon in any circumstances.
He also displayed great professionalism as an expedition doctor. David
lived for the last four years in the knowledge of his serious illness and
maintained a remarkable strength and forbearance in the face of adversity
and the increasing limitations on his activities in the hills. He continued,
however, to enthusiastically enjoy the Alps from his family chalet at Les
Houches and to ski until last year.
He leaves his wife Anne, who is ~rofessor in Rehabilitation Medicine at
Leeds, and three sons: Frances, Tim and Matthew.
Jon MelIor, Dudley Read and Frank Schweitzer

